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Abstract—The enormous growth of learning objects on the 
internet and the availability of preferences of usage by the 
community of users in the existing learning object repositories 
have opened the possibility of testing the efficiency of different 
techniques on recommending learning materials to the users of 
these communities. In this work, we focus on some particular 
parameters at the recommendation phase (different similarity 
algorithms), evaluating the new recommendations not only via 
offline analysis but also taking into account users feedback. It has 
been performed a online analysis over a small group of users. The 
recommendations were presented to these users along with a small 
inquiry form about each recommendation. Through this study we 
tried to find out which algorithm performs better from the online 
analysis and if it is possible to notice a similarity between the 
results obtained from the offline and online analysis. 

Keywords—Learning objects recommendation; Collaborative 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Learning Objects (LOs) are any digital resources that can be 
repeatedly used to facilitate the learning process, e.g., LOs are 
learning units that can be considered the core of Technology 
Enhanced Learning (TEL), moreover, the LOs constitute a large 
portion of the open educational resources (OER) available 
nowadays. They can take different forms and can be reused, 
remix, updated, combined, separated and referenced. LOs can be 
used by a student who wants to learn a subject or by a teacher 
who wants to prepare materials for his/her class. These objects 
are usually described with metadata like title, description, 
material type, discipline, etc. 

Learning objects are stored in Learning Object Repositories 
(LOR), which can be organized, for instance, according the 
subject of its objects. These repositories provide resources to 
communities of students, educators and other stakeholders to be 
consumed through different means (e.g. directly from the 
repository or in other platforms such as LMS - Learning Man-
agement System). Existing LORs can differ in several ways, for 
example, in the specificity of the area, type of materials, 
metadata standards, etc. [1]. Some repositories also permit the 
users to register themselves before they navigate through 
resources, allowing them to rate and comment these objects. 
This fact turns the repository into a social community based on 
learning interest. Each repository can contain thousands of 

different learning objects, reason why is difficult to find relevant 
materials of interest. 

As LORs are naturally organized around communities of 
interest, such platforms normally rely on the members of these 
communities to rate and comment the resources so that the 
higher-rated ones are thus shown in the first places and more 
visible during the search and retrieval. Therefore, a repository 
that contains a lot of objects and allows a community of users to 
rate LOs is a very good environment for a recommender system. 

Recommender systems can allow students or professors the 
freedom to build an unique learning path that suits the students’ 
preferences, abilities and previous knowledge. These systems 
provide recommendations based on different approaches, among 
them the best known ones are Collaborative Filtering (CF) and 
Content-based Filtering. Collaborative filtering techniques focus 
on the behavior of users towards items -which are to be 
recommended- rather than on the internal nature of them. These 
techniques work better when there is a broad user community 
and each user has already rated a significant number of items. 
On the other hand, Content-based filtering focuses on the 
description of the items and the user preference profile [2]. This 
approach prefers content semantics to social interactions or user 
behavior. To improve learning object discoverability, the use of 
recommender systems has been largely investigated [3]. 

The selection of relevant learning objects for each user is a 
subject of active research and development in the field of e-
learning. While recommendation algorithms are not new, their 
adaptation and use with learning objects is a field still open [4]. 
In [5] they have developed a learning object recommendation 
system prototype that has been used to experiment with 3 
different recommendation algorithms based on the user profile. 

Despite the possible benefits that collaborative filtering al-
gorithms adoption could provide for the field of recommender 
systems in TEL, there is still a lack of studies reporting results 
obtained specifically from the use of CF in large data samples. 
This could be the consequence of a major lack of sharable 
learning objects datasets that would be useful in order to gener-
alize the results [6] or also consequence of the ratings sparsity 
normally found on these repositories. [7] stated that this lack of 
evaluative data about several LOs is mainly caused by the 
disproportion among the LORs growth (regarding number of 
resources) and the capacity of the community to evaluate the 
resources. The authors, then, proposed the automatic extraction 
of information quality about the LOs via Artificial Neural 
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Networks models using the provided metadata by the two LORs 
considered on the study. As exposed by [8] experiments where 
teachers and learners provide some feedback about 
recommended resources are also useful and valuable, specially 
if conducted on large datasets that allow real interactions 
between users. Also, [9] states that few researchers have tested 
and validated their recommendation systems on real-life data. 

The enormous growth of learning objects on the internet and 
the availability of preferences of usage by the community of 
users in the existing learning object repositories have opened the 
possibility of testing the efficiency of CF algorithms on 
recommending learning materials to the users of these 
communities. [10] evaluated recommendations of LOs 
generated by different well known memory-based CF 
algorithms using two databases (with implicit and explicit 
ratings) gathered from the popular MERLOT repository. The 
results obtained in this study highlight the fact that these two 
datasets represent very different information about the 
preferences of the users and thus, the recommendations 
generated through the use of them were also highly different. 

The MERLOT1 repository is a well-known OER provider 
(community-based) [11] that contains thousands of learning 
objects (from 9 different major disciplines) and congregates not 
only students but also teachers and experts who are gathered into 
peer committees in order to review the submitted resources. [12] 
stated that this kind of evaluation may be a good solution to the 
OER selection issue, although [13] points out that this method 
dramatically slows down the process of quality assessment. 
Nevertheless, the data available from MERLOT are useful to 
researches focused on solving the selection issue, either through 
recommendation systems or search engines, for instance. 

In [14] the authors evaluate a pre-processsing method 
through clustering for future use of CF algorithms. For that they 
also use a large dataset collected from MERLOT. The results of 
a quantitative and offline analysis point out that clustering 
learning objects before the use of collaborative filtering 
techniques can improve the recommendations performance. 

The evaluation of general purpose recommendation systems 
is an established study field since several works have been 
developed along the years. Firstly, these works focused on 
metrics such as precision, accuracy and similar ones, but in the 
last years the real user opinion, gathered explicitly or not, has 
been pointed as the most reliable metric. For instance, previous 
work of [15] developed a framework to evaluate a recommender 
system on an user-centric approach. They analyzed not only the 
final result of the recommendation process but also all parts of 
the user’s interaction with the designed system. They divided the 
user experience intro three components: process (e.g. perceived 
effort, difficulty), system (e.g. perceived system effectiveness) 
and outcome (e.g. choice satisfaction) and found several 
behavioral correlations among them. [16] conducted a study 
where it is proposed an evaluation framework which consists in 
pairing two recommender systems which simultaneously 
compete to give the best recommendations to the same user at 
the same time. The authors discussed several aspects of the 

1https://www.merlot.org 

evaluation process such as the recommended item presentation 
policy and the evaluation feedback, where the proposed 
framework made use of an inferring preference method although 
the authors stated that it is preferable to choose a method where 
these preferences are directly asked to the user. 

In this work, following [14] we focus on comparing also an 
users clustering approach with the two others (traditional CF and 
LOs clustering), evaluating a different similarity algorithm used 
in the recommendation phase and evaluating the 
recommendations not only via traditional error metrics (offline 
analysis) but also taking into account users feedback. In fact, the 
new approach that presented the best performance at the offline 
analysis was chosen in order to generate the recommendations 
that were experimented later against recommendations made 
with the traditional CF. 

We perform a online analysis over a small group of users, 
where each user was provided with one or more 
recommendation (the maximum of four, two provided by the 
traditional CF and two provided by one of the clustering 
methods). The recommendations were presented to the user 
along with a small inquiry form about each recommendation. In 
the form we asked about the recommendation relevance, the 
resource quality and also the difficulty level of the object. 
Therefore, during the present study we intend to answer the 
following questions: 

• From the users feedback, which algorithm performs
better?

• Is it possible to notice a similarity between the
results obtained from the offline analysis and the
ones obtained from the users feedback?

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the 
dataset and the techniques used to cluster users and learning 
objects along with the methods to generate recommendations. 
Section III presents the offline evaluation results comparing the 
recommendation methods. On Section IV a online analysis from 
real users feedback is exposed. Finally, on Section V 
conclusions are presented. 

II. DATA DESCRIPTION AND TECHNIQUES

Data Description 
In order to evaluate the algorithms used at the 

recommendation stage, we used the same Merlot dataset 
presented on [14], which is an updated version of a dataset 
earlier collected by [17]. This dataset includes data from 3659 
users and 4968 LOs, and the total number of LOs comments is 
9910. 

In the clustering stage, we also used LOs and users meta-
data, such as object description and title, and user’s disciplines. 
Then, in the recommendation stage, a group of 9910 tuples 
presented as <user id; object id; rating> was provided to the 
recommendation engine. Description and title are textual fields 
and the rating can be seen as a value that represents how much 
satisfied is a user after reading or watching (depending on 
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material type) the LO. At Merlot, the rating range varies from 1 
to 5, in a simple Likert scale. 

However, the data contained at the dataset is richer than that, 
having others LOs attributes (e. g. material type, language, 
reviews, etc.) and users metadata (e. g. affiliations, member type, 
etc.). Furthermore, there are also other possibilities of 
relationship between users and LOs at Merlot, such as personal 
collections. 

Generating clusters and recommendations 
Our approach to recommendation is based on applying 

collaborative filtering to clusters of learning objects and users 
instead of recommending across all available objects. In order to 
do so, we first perform a content-based clustering (using TF-IDF 
and k-means algorithm) of objects and users and then, generate 
recommendations within each cluster. We analyze the 
performance of these recommendations when the number of 
clusters and parameters of the recommender algorithm is 
changed. The implementations used are those available in the 
Apache Mahout environment2, version 0.7. The same 
environment was used to generate the offline evaluation. Also, a 
traditional CF recommender engine (without any content 
filtering) was evaluated in order to be compared with the two 
new methods. 

To generate LOs clusters, we have chosen to represent them 
as a bag-of-words textual file, where the content was their 
description and title. Then, a TF-IDF algorithm converted each 
textual file into a n-dimensional weighted vector, where each 
position represents a single word and the value represents the 
word weight. This technique ideally discards stop-words by 
making their values closer to zero, whereas relevant words 
receive higher values. Moreover, resources that contain several 
simultaneous words tend to be converted into similar vectors. 
The same approach was performed to cluster the users, except 
from the fact that a user bag-of-words contained all the 
disciplines in which the user was assigned in. In this case, a 
direct categorization was not chosen, mainly because MERLOT 
users are usually attached to more than one discipline, thus, if 
the users were simply grouped into nine clusters (the number of 
primary disciplines at MERLOT), we would have lost 
significantly information derived from another sub-disciplines. 
After applying TF-IDF, the traditional k-means algorithm was 
chosen to group LOs, in the first scenario, and users, in the 
second scenario, according to their similarity. The k parameter, 
which indicates the number of desired clusters, was varied 
between 2 to 9 since higher values than 9 led to high losses on 
the user-space coverage. 

At the recommendation phase, a user-based collaborative 
filtering engine was used and its parameters neighborhood size 
and similarity algorithm were varied between 2 to 20 and 
LogLikelihood Ratio to Euclidean Distance, respectively. This 
memory-based method basically uses the rating registry to 
calculate the similarity among the users (according to the 
similarity algorithm chosen) and then creates neighborhoods of 
similar individuals for each user. The recommendations are then 
generated within the neighborhood, since users who agreed in 

2https://mahout.apache.org/ 

the past, tend to agree again in the future - basic principle of 
collaborative filtering. 

III. OFFLINE ANALYSIS: MAE ERROR AND COVERAGE

Objectives and methodology 
We ran an offline evaluation of our new proposed methods 

and a traditional CF recommender. As stated by [18], offline 
analysis of recommender systems has the benefits of being quick 
even when different algorithms and parameters are tested. But it 
suffers from a natural weakness that is the impossibility of 
evaluating the appropriateness of a recommended item since no 
real users ratings about the item are available. 

On a training-test approach, the mean average error (MAE) 
between predicted rating (generated by the recommender) and 
real user rating was measured considering all three methods: 
LOs clustering, users clustering and traditional CF. Each dataset 
was split in 90% for training and the remaining for test. It is 
important to note that when considering the clustering methods, 
a dataset is a cluster. Thus, this measurement needed to be 
repeated for each cluster from the k clusters generated, since 
there were eight different values of k. The quickness of the 
offline analysis was essential in order to test several 
combinations of parameters. Moreover, each dataset was 
evaluated 50 times and then the average error was calculated. 

Also, an analysis of how each different algorithm impacted 
on user-space coverage was made. We calculated how many 
users stood with no recommendation for each value of k for each 
combination of similarity algorithm and proposal (LOs 
clustering, users clustering and traditional CF). 

Results and discussion 
Figures 1 and 2 show how each k value (including k=1 which 

is the entire database without any clustering) behaved regarding 
their recommendations accuracy for the two scenarios. On the 
LOs clustering approach (1), both Euclidean and Loglikelihood 
presented some cases that performed better than the pure CF 
approach. Mainly we highlight the Euclideans’ 6, 7 and 8 
clusters case and the 6 and 8 clusters on Loglikelihood. When 
comparing the two similarities between themselves, the 
Euclidean distance seems better by a narrowly margin. On the 
other hand, when it comes to users clustering situation (shown 
in 2), all different values of k performed worse (both Euclidean 
and Loglikelihood) than the no clustering approach. 

We also performed an ANOVA [19] test to verify whether 
or not there were significant difference regarding the MAE error 
among different values of k. The test confirmed significant 
differences at the 95% confidence level for the two approaches, 
indicating that the means observed in the boxplots above can be 
considered in order to choose a best k value and also that the user 
clustering approach is definitely worse than the traditional CF 
(k=1). 

Another important measure to evaluate recommender 
systems is the coverage. As stated by [20], coverage is related to 
the degree to which resources can be recommended to all 
potential users and the percentage of items that are effectively 
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recommended to a user. In this work, we measured only an user-
space coverage, which is the number of users to whom at least 
one LO were recommended. As our new approaches consisted 
in splitting the entire dataset into k parts, the coverage of a 
recommender that runs over smaller datasets is expected to be 
also smaller. Figure 3 shows this natural behavior: as k grows, 
the coverage decreases. More than that, it becomes more evident 
that the user clustering approach is the worst of all three, since 
its coverage was also worse along all k values. The general loss 
on the coverage is significantly for the k values that performed 
better on MAE error analysis when they are compared to pure 
CF. For instance, considering LOs clustering and Euclidean 
Distance similarity, k=6 presented a 10% loss on coverage in 
relation to the k=1 case. However, this case with k=6 obtained 
one of the smallest MAE errors of all experiment and the loss on 
the coverage is also smaller than the other case with good MAE 
error (k=8). 

Fig. 1. Boxplots for MAE errors on LOs clustering case to Euclidean Distance 
(the green and red upper ones) and LogLikelihood (blue and red remaining) 

Fig. 2. Boxplots for MAE errors on users clustering case to Euclidean Distance 
(the green and red upper ones) and LogLikelihood (blue and red remaining) 

Fig. 3. General user-space coverage among k values 

IV. ONLINE ANALYSIS: REAL USERS FEEDBACK

Objectives and methodology 
When considering recommendation systems, the user sat-

isfaction is not always well predicted by offline measures [21], 
such as MAE and other error metrics, this lack of precision can 
be more expressive when the recommender is built on a e-
learning environment where different learning goals and 
contexts can change the user perception about a recommended 
item. In order to analyze and compare the results of our proposed 
method of recommending respect to the traditional CF, we asked 
18 volunteers from different countries to rate some LOs at the 
MERLOT repository. From their contribution, we gathered 108 
total ratings and joined them with our existing collected data to 
generate recommendations based on the traditional CF engine 
and on our proposed clustering methods. Specifically, taking 
into account the results obtained in the offline analysis (III), we 
have chosen a LOs clustering preprocessing approach with k=6 
to be compared to the traditional CF, since this value presented 
one of the best performances overall and also caused less 
damage to the user-space coverage, when compared to LOs 
clustering with k=8. For both two recommendation engines, in 
the recommendation phase, we used the Euclidean Similarity 
and a neighborhood size of 10. 

Later, we generated for each volunteer, at most 2 recom-
mendations using the traditional CF approach and 2 using the 
LOs clustering method. Afterwards, webpages containing the 
recommendations and a brief questionnaire were sent to the 
users via email. Three Likert scale questions were presented to 
the users. The content of these questions is listed below. 

• Q1 - How relevant do you consider this
recommendation?

• Q2 - How difficult do you consider the content of this
resource?

• Q3 - Which is your rating for Material Quality?

Results and discussion 
We were able to generate 49 recommendations where, 26 

were produced by the traditional CF engine and 23 by the LOs 
clustering combined with CF. Henceforward, these 26 
recommendations will be called general recommendations and 
the 23 remaining will be treated as cluster recommendations. An 
initial analysis showed that 50% of the general 
recommendations were evaluated with a rating greater or equals 
to 4 in Likert scale whereas only 34% of the cluster 
recommendations were also highly evaluated. The ratings 
distribution over each case is presented on Figure 4 and shows 
that cluster recommendations concentrated the ratings among 
the lower values 3 and 2, while the general ones have almost 
50% concentrated on a higher value equal to 4. 

A question about the relevance of each recommendation was 
also asked to the users. Figure 5 denotes a similar behavior to 
the rating distribution with the general recommendations again 
concentrating their distribution over higher values of relevance 
while the values regarding cluster recommendations are mostly 
1, 2 and 3. Figure 6 exposes how the difficulty of each 
recommended LO was evaluated according to each type of 
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recommendation. In this case, the cluster recommendations 
presented  higher values of difficulty. 

Fig.4. Histogram for the rating distribution for general recommendations (left 
side) and cluster recommendations (right side) 

We consider the three numeric answers presented above plus 
an error, which was calculated as the absolute value of the 
difference between the real user rating and the rating predicted 
by the recommender. Table I resumes the obtained results 
showing a better overall performance coming from the 
traditional CF recommender. The only parameter that have 
better value on cluster recommendations is the error. This can 
indicate that the LOs clustering recommender is a good rating 
forecaster but apparently not a good recommender. 

However, we ran a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test [22] to 
identify if there were a significant difference between these three 
quality parameters of general recommendations and the 
relevance of cluster recommendations. The results showed that 
it is not possible to determine, with a confidence level of 95%, 
that rating, relevance or difficulty are significantly different 
among the recommendation types tested. 

Fig. 5. Histogram for the relevance valuation distribution for general 
recommendations (left side) and cluster recommendations (right side) 

Fig. 6. Histogram for the difficulty rates distribution for general recommen-
dations (left side) and cluster recommendations (right side) 

TABLE I. AVERAGE OF THE THREE ANSWERS AND A CALCULATED ERROR 

Type Q3 - Rating Error Q1 - 
Relevance 

Q2 - 
Difficulty 

General 3,5 1,3 3,2 2,5 

Cluster 3,2 1,1 2,6 2,7 

V. CONCLUSIONS

The present work has evaluated two new recommendation 
engines (both based on CF) proposals and a traditional CF 
method with datasets extracted from Merlot. We tested two 
different ways of clustering (pre-processing) and two similarity 
algorithms. The offline analysis covered not only the quality of 
generated recommendations but also how many users were able 
to receive a recommended LO. From that analysis, we extracted 
the better configuration in order to be evaluated, along with the 
traditional CF, by real users in the onlineanalysis. During this 
research we were able to answer the questions previously set. 

On the one hand, from the online analysis performed with 
user feedback, apparently, the traditional CF presented the better 
means, for all questions asked (rating, relevance and difficulty) 
but specially for the relevance. However, a Mann-Whitney-
Wilcoxon Test of medians proved that there were no significant 
differences between our new proposal performance and the 
traditional CF engine. 

On the other hand, it is not possible to notice a similarity 
between the results obtained from the offline analysis and the 
ones obtained from the users feedback While the offline analysis 
presented significant differences in favor of our LOs clustering 
proposal, the users feedback ashowed a performance slightly 
better by the traditional CF algorithm, however, with no 
significant difference as it was proved by a test of medians. 

The results gathered from the users feedback were not 
enough definitive to reprove the LOs clustering approach when 
compared to the traditional CF. Thus, future research is needed 
towards an ultimate conclusion, specially considering a LOR 
different than Merlot. Also, we plan on redoing the 
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recommendations for this experiment but with improvements 
taking into account the evaluations already made, which leads to 
an idea of a critiquing-based recommender system [23]. 
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